COAL-EZ STOVE TECHNOLOGY - The hopper feed system was designed for those who spend a lot of their time away and have minimal time for maintenance. The large hopper holds, on average, a 24 hour supply of coal. The cleanliness, ease of operation, low maintenance and high efficiency greatly surpasses conventional coal stoves.

HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION - The stove body is constructed of 3/16" specialty steel designed for many years of rugged, extensive use. The firebox is firebrick-lined and incorporated a baffle system for heat gain efficiency.

THERMOSTATIC DRAFT CONTROL - Unit features a bi-metallic (non-electric) thermostat for even heat, added efficiency, safety and care-free use. Simply turn the thermostat knob to the desired level.

HEAVY DUTY CAST IRON GRATES - Grates are reinforced and specifically designed for use with coal. An external shaking handle allows the ash door to stay closed while shaking, leading to less ash in the air and an overall cleaner home.

AVAILABLE PORCELAIN ENAMEL CABINET - High-gloss black porcelain enamel cabinets are available on the EZ-50 & EZ-100 models for those who want added safety for small children and pets. Cabinets add lasting beauty and will stay glossy for years to come.